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VI. CONCLUSION
A new quaternion-based solution to the attitude tracking problem,
without velocity measurement, has been proposed. Our approach is
based on the use of a unit-quaternion auxiliary system whose input
is related to the vector part of the unit quaternion error ~q via a pas-
sive map, under an appropriate unit quaternion-based feedback. The
proposed control scheme includes the attitude regulation problem as a
particular case, and guarantees almost global asymptotic stability of the
equilibrium point ( ~R := RRTd = I , ~
? = 0). In the regulation case,
our control scheme is a pure quaternion feedback, and consequently,
the designer can set, in a straightforward manner, the upper bound for
the control effort in terms of the control gains.
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Robust Control of Nonlinear Jump Parameter Systems
Governed by Uncertain Chains
Jason J. Ford and Valery A. Ugrinovskii
Abstract—We consider an infinite-horizon minimax optimal control
problem for stochastic uncertain systems governed by a discrete-state
uncertain continuous-time chain. Using existing risk-sensitive control re-
sults, a robust suboptimal absolutely stabilizing guaranteed cost controller
is constructed. Conditions are presented under which this suboptimal
controller is minimax optimal. We then present a numeric algorithm
for calculating a robust (sub)optimal controller using a Markov chain
approximation technique.
Index Terms—Markov chain approximations, Markov jump parameter
systems, robust control, stochastic control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Minimax robust control of uncertain stochastic systems, in which
perturbations are restricted to satisfy a constraint on probability laws
associated with disturbances, has been actively developed in the past
decade [1]–[3]. This theory covers problems of robust LQG control and
filtering, and also nonlinear control systems [1], [3], controllability, ob-
servability, and performance aspects of robust controllers and filters [4],
[5]. The theory is however limited in that it only applies to systems sub-
ject to Gaussian disturbances. In this paper, we expand the boundaries
of this theory to include nonlinear hybrid stochastic systems governed
by a discrete-state uncertain mode process. In addition, dynamics of
each mode of the system are subject to disturbances.
The problem in the focus of this paper is that of nonlinear robust
switching control design via optimization of the worst-case perfor-
mance of an uncertain stochastic system driven by an uncertain noise
and subject to abrupt changes of system parameters. We wish to find a
state-feedback switching control solution u to the worst-case perfor-
mance optimization problem
inf
u
sup
Q2
J(u;Q)  sup
Q2
J(u; Q);
J(u;Q) := lim sup
T!1
1
T
T
0
E
Q
c(x(t); u(t); r(t))dt: (1)
Here, x(t) is the state process and r describes a discrete-event random
mechanism of mode changes. Both processes evolve under an uncer-
tain probability measure Q, and have uncertain probability distribu-
tions subject to the constraint Q 2 d; d is a given set. We refer to
Section II for rigorous definitions. A controller sought is allowed to ac-
cess both x and r.
The major novelty of this paper is the ‘hybrid’ uncertainty model
which combines the uncertainties in the discrete-event and continuous-
state components of the system. Indeed, in a hybrid system, plant mod-
eling errors may depend on the state of the mode process. Also, proba-
bilities of switching from one operation mode to another mode may de-
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pend on the state of the uncertain plant too. Our uncertain jump param-
eter model accounts for such possibilities; it is more general than those
describing uncertain systems governed by perfectly defined Markov
chains [6] or those in which transition probabilities of the governing
Markov chain are unknown but fixed [7], [8], or those in which tran-
sitions between system modes are governed by an externally driven
finite-state automaton, independently of the continuous state of the un-
derlying system [9].
The minimax approach to robust control design of uncertain sys-
tems with uncertain and state-dependent transition probabilities in this
paper exploits the duality between dynamic games and risk-sensitive
control problems [10], [11]. It owes its success in solving a number
of robust LQG control and filtering problems [1], [2] to the fact that
the related risk-sensitive control problems admit a tractable dynamic
programming solution expressed in terms of Riccati equations. In the
general nonlinear case the problem of computing the optimal sensi-
tivity/performance has not yet been addressed at a satisfactory level of
generality [3]. The corresponding DP equations are not easy to solve
[12], and different techniques for grading the performance of subop-
timal minimax solutions are needed [3]. In this paper we address the
problem by developing Markov chain approximation techniques which
extend those developed in [13] (while this paper was under review, sim-
ilar approximation techniques have also been reported in [14]). Under
certain ‘local consistency’ conditions, weak convergence results can
be established that allow the original nonlinear risk-sensitive control
problem to be approximated by an analogous risk-sensitive control
problem on approximating these Markov chain dynamics which can
be solved numerically.
The paper is organized as follows. A brief overview of uncertain
Markov chains [11] and a definition of an uncertain system governed
by an uncertain chain are given in Section II. As in [1], [2], to quan-
tify the discrepancy between the two systems, our uncertainty descrip-
tion involves the relative entropy between probability laws of the chain
and noise processes governing dynamics of the true and reference sys-
tems. This leads to a mathematically tractable uncertainty model which
accounts for aforementioned couplings between uncertain system dy-
namics and uncertain statistics of the governing chain. The robust con-
trol problem is discussed in Section III where we present sufficient
and, under certain additional assumptions, necessary conditions for the
existence of a robust minimax (sub)optimal solution. It is shown in
Section III-A that a suboptimal guaranteed cost controller can be found
using a search amongst controllers which solve the associated family
of non-classical risk-sensitive control problems. The stronger minimax
optimality property of this solution is established in Section III-B. A
numerical way for constructing such controllers for the state-feedback
control case is discussed in Section IV.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
A. Uncertain Markov Chains
Let 
r be a space of right-continuous functions mapping the time
interval [0;+1) into a finite set = f1; . . . ; Ng and having left
hand limits. The space 
r is endowed with the Borel -algebra Fr .
On the measurable space (
r;Fr), we consider a probability measure
P r (the reference measure), an -valued Markov chain r(  ) being the
coordinate process in (
r;Fr), and its natural filtration fFrt ; t  0g.
The probability space (
r;Fr; P r) is assumed to be complete.
It is assumed that under the reference probability measure, the chain
r(  ) is homogeneous, stationary, irreducible and aperiodic [15] and
hence, its state transition probabilities satisfy [15] P r(r(t + t) =
j j r(t) = i) = [exp(t)]ji, where the entries of the matrix  are
such that ij  0, and ii =   j 6=i ji. The counting process
N jt (  ) of the chain r(  ) which shows how many times a particular
realization of the chain visits the state j 2 by time t, is known to be
a semimartingale [16] with respect to the filtration Frt and hence ad-
mits the decomposition N jt =
t
0
bjsds+ v
j
t , where v
j
t is a martingale,
and bjt is a progressively measurable and bounded random process such
that bjt(r) = ji if r(t) = i 6= j, and b
j
t(r) = 0 otherwise [11], [17].
It is shown in [11] that uncertain perturbations of the reference chain
r can be expressed in terms of perturbations of the reference measure
P r , and equivalently, Frt -progressively measurable processes jt , j =
1; . . . ; N , describing perturbations of bjt and satisfying the following
conditions.
(1) For all T > 0, there exists a perturbation probability measure
Qr;T on (
r;FrT ) under which ~vjt = N
j
t  
t
0
jsb
j
sds is a local
martingale with respect to the filtration fFrt ; t 2 [0; T ]g.
(2) For each j = 1; . . . ; N; jt (r) > 0 if r(t) 6= j, and
T
0
bjs(1  
js)
2ds < 1 Qr;T -a.s.
(3) Conditions (1) and (2) ensure that perturbation probability
measures Qr;T are absolutely continuous with respect to the re-
striction of the measure P r to FrT , denoted P r;T : Qr;T  P r;T
[11], [17]. In addition, we restrict attention to perturbation pro-
cesses t for which h(Qr;TkP r;T ) <1. Here h(QkP) denotes
the relative entropy between probability measures Q and P [10],
h(QkP): = EQ log((dQ=dP )) if Q P and log((dQ=dP)) 2
L1(dQ), and +1 otherwise;EQ denotes the expectation with re-
spect to Q. That is, we restrict attention to uncertain chains whose
distributions are a ‘finite distance’ from the reference.
Conversely [11], any perturbation measure Qr;T on (
r;FrT ) such
that h(Qr;TkP r;T ) < 1, can be described in terms of Frt -progres-
sively measurable processes jt ; j 2 , satisfying (1), (2).
B. Jump Parameter Systems Governed by Uncertain Chains
The approach to modeling uncertain perturbations using perturbed
probability measures can be extended to describe stochastic uncertain
systems driven by a chain and a Brownian motion defined on a joint
probability space. For the nominal system, such a reference probability
space (
;F ; P ) can be thought of as the complete product-space of
(
r;Fr; P r) and the canonical space of a standard Wiener process
w(t)with unity covariance, denoted (
w;Fw; Pw). The standard em-
bedding r(t; r; w) = r(t); w(t; r; w) = w(t) renders the reference
processes r;w independent in (
;F ; P ). The true uncertain chain and
process noise may however be dependent.
Since the structure of the underlying reference probability space will
not matter in the remainder of this section and Section III, we will
generally consider an abstract reference complete probability space
(
;F ; fFt; t  0g; P ). However, in Section IV it will be convenient to
utilize the product structure of the reference probability space to facil-
itate the development of a suitable computational approach. Since we
will deal with processes defined weakly, the later use of this product-
space structure in the computational algorithms does not limit, in any
way, our results.
To define the class of uncertain dynamics for the problem
(1), first consider a reference stochastic system defined on
(
;F ; fFt; t  0g; P ) and describing unperturbed dynamics
dx(t) = f(x(t); u(t); r(t))dt+ (x(t); r(t))dw(t);
x(0) = x0 2 R
n (2)
z(t) = g(x(t); u(t); r(t)):
The chain r(t) is assumed to inherit all of the properties discussed in
Section II-A. Here, x(t) 2 Rn is the state, z(t) 2 Rq is the uncer-
tainty output, u(t) is the control input which takes values in a compact
metric space U , and f; g;  are continuous and globally Lipschitz in
x, uniformly in u mappings of appropriate dimensions. Also, 8e 2 ,
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the set fx : supu2U g(x; u; e)  g is assumed to be compact for
each  > 0 and (x; e)0(x; e)  0I > 0 for all x 2 Rn; e 2 .
The latter condition limits the dimension of the noise w to be greater
than the dimension of the state vector x. This technical assumption is
required to apply some of the results of [12].
We focus on the class UD of ‘deterministic’ (nonrandomized)
Markov controls u(t) = K(x(t); r(t)); K is a measurable function.
For any control of UD , (2) has an a.s. unique solution adapted to Ft;
also see [18] where a more general class of randomized controls is
considered.
Following the approach outlined in Section II-A, along with the
reference probability measure P r , we will consider collections of
probability measures fQT ; T > 0g defined on (
;FT ) such that
h(QTkPT ) < 1; P T is the restriction of P to (
;FT ). For each
T > 0, the set of such probability measures QT will be denoted PT ,
and the system (2) under a probability measure QT 2 PT will be
regarded as a perturbed system. Although admissible perturbations
of the nominal model remain unknown, they are usually assumed to
be restricted in magnitude. As in [1], [2], we use the relative entropy
functional to define the class of admissible perturbations d.
Definition 1: Let d > 0 be a given constant. A collection of prob-
ability measures fQT ; T  0g is said to define an admissible pertur-
bation of the system (2) if for each T > 0, we have QT 2 PT and
there exists a nonnegative constant "T = o(1) such that the following
constraint holds:
sup
T >T
1
T 0
h(QT kPT ) EQ
T
0
kzk2dt  d+ "T : (3)
Example. Admissible Uncertain System With Interdependent Chain
and Process Noise: Consider a system (2) governed by a feedback
control u = u(x; i); x 2 Rn; i 2 . Also, consider a two-component
non-randomized Markov disturbance policy (v1; v2) : Rn  !
R
pR, with v2 > 0. This class of disturbance policies will be denoted
VD . In this example, we assume that v1; v2 are bounded functions, and
for simplicity, g = 0.
To define a perturbed system corresponding to this disturbance, we
first define a perturbed Markov chain ~r whose transition probability
rates are ~ji = ~ji(x; v2) = ji  (v2=v2), if j 6= i, and ~ii =
~ii(x; v2) =   l 6=i ~li(x; v2). Then, define the following perturbed
system in (
;F ; P ):
d~x(t) = (f(~x(t); ~u(t);~r(t)) + (~x(t)~r(t))
 ~v1(t))dt+ (~x(t); ~r(t))dw(t)
~z(t) = g(~x(t); ~u(t);~r(t))
~u(t) : = u(~x(t); ~r(t))
~v1(t) : = v1(~x(t); ~r(t)): (4)
Note that in the case v1  0, v2  1, this system reduces to the nominal
controlled system (2).
Next, consider the Girsanov-like transformation of the composite
martingale process (w(t);N jt  
t
0
bjsds; j 2 ), defined on the
trajectories of the Markov process (x(t); r(t)) [19] as shown in (5)
at the bottom of the page where jt := (v2(x(t); j)=v2(x(t);r(t)))
and we used the notation s := lims !s s . Since v1; v2 are
bounded, then for each T > 0, the process ft;Ft; t 2 [0; T ]g
is a martingale [19]. The probability measure QT defined by this
martingale, QT = (T )PT , has the property that under QT ;
~w(t) := w(t) 
t
0
vM1 (x(s); r(s))ds, N
j
t  
t
0
jMs b
j
sds are martin-
gales, with ~w(t) being a Wiener process, and N jt being a point process
with intensity jt b
j
t ([20, Example, p. 244]). Thus, in (
;FT ; QT ), the
process (x(t); r(t)) satisfies the equation
dx(t) = (f(x(t); u(x(t); r(t)); r(t)) + (x(t)r(t))
 v1(x(t); r(t)))dt+ (x(t); r(t))d~w(t)
z(t) = g(x(t); u(x(t); r(t)); r(t)); x(0) = x0 2 R
n (6)
and hence is equivalent to the process (~x(t); ~r(t)) defined by (4)
under P T . Finally we note that QT 2 PT since the condition
(1=T )h(QTkPT )  d < 1; 9d > 0, is trivially satisfied in view of
v1; v2 being bounded and g = 0. Hence, v1; v2 define an admissible
uncertainty, and QT 2 d.
III. ROBUST CONTROL PROBLEM
A. Guaranteed Cost Control via Risk-Sensitive Control
The robust control problem in the focus of this paper is to opti-
mize the worst-case performance of the nonlinear uncertain system
(2) subject to the uncertainty constraint (3); i.e., we wish to find a
suboptimal solution u to the constrained optimization problem (1).
The running cost c in (1) is a nonnegative function Rn  U  !
R
1
, continuous in (x; u) for each e 2 and such that the set fx :
supe2 ;u2U c(x; u; e)  g is compact for each  > 0. The vari-
able Q and the notation Q 2 d in (1) refer to an admissible collec-
tion of perturbed measures fQT ; T > 0g. The suboptimal controller
u is sought in the class UD and is required to provide certain robust
closed-loop stability. Also, the controller u is desirable which gives
a tight bound on the worst-case performance so that inequality (1) be-
comes the exact equality.
In [12], solutions to a related risk-sensitive control problem (see (7)
below) for the nominal system were sought in the class of nonrandom-
ized Markov controls u 2 UD for which the process (x(t); r(t)) gen-
erated by the closed-loop reference system (2) has a unique invariant
probability measure onRn . A similar blanket assumption of posi-
tive recurrence was used in [18]. Control strategies which result in this
property were termed in [12] stabilizing policies. Later we will intro-
duce a class of controls with similar properties, see Definition 3. How-
ever, in the presence of uncertain perturbations an invariant measure
may not exist. To account for this fact, we present the stability prop-
erty relevant to the uncertain system (2).
Definition 2: The closed-loop system corresponding to a control
u(  ) 2 UD is absolutely stable if there exists a  > 0 such that for all
admissible perturbations, lim supT!1(1=T )
T
0
E
Q kx(t)kdt 
, where  > 0 is independent of the choice of the perturbation.
The following risk-sensitive control problem will play an instru-
mental role in the derivation of a solution to the problem (1)
inf
u2U
J(u);J(u)
:= lim sup
T!1

T
logE exp
1

T
0
c(x(t); u(t); r(t))dt
c(x; u; e) := c(x; u; e) + kg(x; u; e)k
2: (7)
A connection between problems (1) and (7) is given by Theorem 1
presented below. Its proof is similar to that of [2, Th. 1] and is removed
for brevity.
(t) = e
  jv (x(s);r(s))j ds+ (v (x(s);r(s))) dw(s)+ (1  )b ds+ log  dN (5)
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Theorem 1: Suppose there exists an admissible controller u
such that V := infu2U J(u) < +1. Then this controller
solves the guaranteed cost control problem (2), (3), (1), and
supQ2 J(u; Q)  V + d. Furthermore
inf
u2U
sup
Q2
J(u;Q)  inf
>0:V <+1
(V + d): (8)
If c(x; u; i)  kxk 8i 2 , then the controller obtained from (8) is
an absolutely stabilizing controller.
B. Minimax Optimality of the Guaranteed Cost Controller
Theorem 1 shows that the search for robust controllers can be re-
stricted to the class of “risk-sensitive optimal” controllers1. We will
now show that the right-hand side of (8) gives the optimal worst-case
performance, provided robust controllers of interest are those which
exercise stationary stabilizing Markov state-feedback policies. How-
ever, in contrast to [12], the uncertainties will not be restricted to those
resulting in ergodic dynamics.
Definition 3: A Markov control u 2 UD is said to be stationary
stabilizing for the nominal system (2) if there exists a unique invariant
probability measure u on Rn  such that
i2 R
[P r  Pw](x(t) 2 B; r(t) = jjx(0) = x; r(0) = i)
u(dx; i) = u(B  j)
for any Borel set B 2 Rn. The set of all stationary stabilizing con-
trollers will be denoted UDS .
To present a rigorous formulation of the necessity result to com-
plement that of Theorem 1, some additional technical conditions
on control solutions are needed. As in [1], the derivation of such
result assumes that for any guaranteed cost control u 2 UDS solving
Theorem 1 in the sense that supQ2 J(u;Q) < 1, we have
supQ lim infT!1(1=T )E
Q T
0
c(x(t); u(t); r(t))dt = +1, the
supremum is taken over all perturbations of the nominal system. That
is, if the uncertainty is not constrained to the admissible set, then there
exist perturbations Q 62 d yielding arbitrarily poor performance (and
our problem is nontrivial). In the linear case, this condition is related
to the controllability of the closed-loop system via the noise input w
[2] and is consistent with our condition 0  0I ; also, see [4] for
details.
The next two conditions are taken from [12], and will allow us to
apply some of the results of that reference. They will also be applied
to guaranteed cost controls u 2 UDS solving Theorem 1 in the sense
that supQ2 J(u;Q) < 1. The first condition was needed in [12]
for establishing the existence of optimal ergodic controls; see [12, As-
sumption (A1)].
Condition 1: Let P u(t; (x; i); B  fjg) denote the transition
probability function for the nominal composite Markov process
(x(t); r(t)). Let a control solving Theorem 1 be stationary stabilizing,
u = u(x; i) 2 UDS , and let there exist a u > 0, a -finite measure
u onRn and a function qu(x; i; y; j) such that qu(x; i; y; j) > 0
for u-almost all (x; i) 2 Rn  and
a) P u(u; (x; i); B  fjg) =
B
qu(x; i; y; j)u(dy; j);
b) For all " > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that if jx x0j <  then
N
j=1 R
jqu(x; i; y; j)  qu(x0; i; y; j)ju(dy; j) < ".
To present the second condition of [12] required to establish a
tight version of Theorem 1, consider a two-component nonrandom-
ized Markov disturbance v = [v1 v2] 2 VD ; see the example in
Section II-B. Using this disturbance, we introduced in Section II-B the
1However, we deal with a nonclassical risk-sensitive control problem in this
paper, due to the fact that the running cost of the problem (7) depends on the
“risk-sensitivity” parameter .
continuous time Markov chain ~r and the system (4); let Au;v denote
its infinitesimal generator
(Au;v )(x; i) = (Lui  ) (x; i) + v1(x; i)
00(x; i)

@f
@x
(x; i) + (v  )(x; i)
(Lui  )(x; i) =
n
k=1
(fk(x; i; u)
@ 
@xk
(x; i)
+
1
2
n
k=1
n
`=1
((x; i)(x; i))k`
@2 
@xk@x`
(x; i)
(v  )(x; i) =
j2
~ji(x; v2) (x; j):
Condition 2: For a stationary stabilizing guaranteed cost control
solving Theorem 1, u 2 UDS , there exists a nonnegative function
u 2 C2(Rn  ) such that u(x; i) and j(@u=@x)(x; i)j2 have
polynomial growth in x, and hence limjxj!1 u(x; i) =1, and also
there exists  > 0; " > 0 such that (Au;vu)(x; i) <  " for jxj > 
and i 2 , and j(@u=@x)(x; i)j2 >  10 .
Conditions 1 and 2 guarantee that for any Markov disturbance
v(  ) 2 Vd, the system (4) has a unique invariant probability measure
u;v [12], this fact will allow us to apply Theorem 4 of that refer-
ence. We now introduce a new class of controllers denoted UDS and
consisting of elements of UDS that also meet Conditions 1 and 2.
Lemma 1: If a controller u 2 UDS satisfies supQ2 J(u; Q) <
a < 1 and is stabilizing so that
sup
Q2
lim sup
T!1
(1=T )EQ
T
0
kz(t)k2dt <1;
then there exists a constant  > 0 such that infu2U J(u) <
J(u
) < 1. Furthermore, V + d < a.
Proof: The existence of the constant  > 0 with the required
properties is proved using a similar argument to that which was used
in proving a similar claim of [2, Th. 2]. In particular, using the same
Lagrange multiplier based argument as was used in [2], one can show
the existence of   0 such that for all feasible disturbances Q =
fQT : QT 2 PT ; T > 0g
lim inf
T!1
1
T
E
Q
T
0
c(x(s); u(s); r(s))ds
+  lim inf
T!1
1
T
E
Q
T
0
kz(s)k2ds  h(QTkPT )
 a  "  d: (9)
One can now see that we must have  > 0, since if  = 0, then (9)
contradicts the “controllability-via-noise-input” property of the closed-
loop system
sup
Q
lim inf
T!1
(1=T )EQ
T
0
c(x(t); u(t); r(t))dt = +1;
stated at the beginning of this section.
We now refer to [12, Proof of Th. 4]. As in that theorem, forM > 0,
define cM (x; u; i) = (c(x; u(x; i); i)+kg(x; u(x; i); i)k2)^M ,
where a^b := min(a; b). Consider the operatorAu ;0+cM defined on
Cb(R
n ) and its principal eigenvalue (cM) and the corresponding
strictly positive eigenfunction  M 2 Cb(Rn  ). The existence of
such eigenvalue and eigenfunction under Conditions 1 and 2 follows
from [12, Lemma 2]. Further let vM1 (x; i) = T (@(log M )=@x);
vM2 (x; i) =  M (x; i). Since vM1 ; vM2 realize nonrandomized Markov
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policies, the system (4) with v1 = vM1 , v2 = vM2 has a unique invariant
probability measure on Rn  .
We have observed in Section II-B, that using v1 = vM1 ; v2 = vM2 ,
a probability measure QTM 2 PT can be constructed, under which
the Markov process (x(t); r(t)) satisfies (6) with v1 = vM1 ; v2 =
vM2 ; u = u

. Hence, this process is equivalent to the Markov process
(~x(t); ~r(t)) defined by the corresponding (4) under P T . Together with
the observation that the process (~x(t); ~r(s)) has a unique invariant
probability measure on Rn  (therefore, all lim inf 0s of time-av-
eraged integrals of bounded functions are lim0s), and due to [12, eq.
(56)], we conclude from (9) that
(cM ) = lim
T!1
1
T
E
Q
T
0
cM(x(s); u
(s); r(s))ds
  h QTMkP
T
 lim
T!1
1
T
E
Q
T
0
(c(x(s); u(s); r(s))^M
+ (kz(s)k2)^M)ds  h QTMkP
T
 a  "  d; (10)
the first inequality is due to cM  c^M+(kzk2)^M . We conclude
the proof by observing that J(u)  lim infM!1 (cM)  a  " 
d. The first inequality is due to ([12, inequality (59)]), and the last
inequality follows from (10). Hence, V + d  J(u)+ d < a; as
required.
From Lemma 1, a result which can be regarded as a tight version
of Theorem 1 follows. For simplicity, suppose for some  > 0;
kg(x; u; i)k2 < c(x; u; i) 8x; u; i, then the condition of Lemma
1 supQ2 lim supT!1(1=T )EQ
T
0
kz(t)k2dt < 1 follows
from the condition supQ2 J(u; Q) < 1 of that lemma. Let
V 0 := infu2U J(u).
Theorem 2: The robust minimax control problem given on the left-
hand side of (1) in which the infimum is taken over the class UDS of
deterministic stationary stabilizing controls meeting Conditions 1 and
2 [see the left-hand side of (11)], admits a final value if and only if
the set f > 0 : V 0 < 1g is not empty. Furthermore, if the set
f > 0 : V 0 < 1g is not empty, then
inf
u2U
sup
Q2
J(u;Q) = inf
>0:V <1
(V 0 + d): (11)
IV. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND NUMERIC SOLUTIONS
Although [12] proposes a dynamic programming equation for
the risk-sensitive control problem (7) it is generally not possible to
find a direct solution for that equation, and numeric approximation
techniques must be considered. In this section, we consider a numeric
approximated solution to the risk-sensitive control problem (7), [13],
and [14], in which the risk-sensitive control problem for unperturbed
continuous-time hybrid dynamics (2) is approximated by a risk-sensi-
tive control problem posed on controlled discrete-time Markov chain
dynamics.
We proceed in three steps: the proposal of a suitable Markov chain
approximation; the establishment of weak convergence of the approx-
imating Markov chain to the unperturbed continuous-time dynamics
(2); and finally, we provide the dynamic programming solution for a
suitable risk-sensitive control problem (7) posed on the approximating
Markov chain.
A. Markov Chain Approximation
We consider a Markov chain approximation for our unperturbed con-
tinuous-time dynamics motivated by the approach taken in ([13, Ch.
5]). Let us define di to be indicator column vectors of length n; i.e.,
the ith element of di equals 1 and this element is the only non-zero el-
ement. Then a uniform grid of size h is defined as follows: Sh = fx :
x = h
i
dimi : mi = 0;1;2; . . .g.
To approximate our original unperturbed dynamics (2), we con-
sider a two component Markov chain. Let xk 2 Sh; rk 2 for
k = 0; 1; . . ., be two discrete-time Markov chains defined on complete
probability spaces (
hx; Fhx; P hx); (
hr; Fhr; P hr), respec-
tively. The probability space (
hr; Fhr; P hr) will be interpreted
as an approximate representation of the space (
r;Fr; P r) and
(
hx; Fhx; P hx) will be interpreted as an approximate representation
of the probability space (
w;Fw; Pw). We assume that these spaces
are endowed with the natural filtrations Fxk ; Frk , for k  0, generated
by the processes xk; rk , respectively.
These approximating Markov chains will have transition probabil-
ities P hx(yjx; u; e) and P hr(jje), respectively. Here P hx(yjx; u; e)
denotes the transition probability from state xk = x to state xk+1 = y
when rk = e and control action u 2 U is applied, and P hr(jje) de-
notes the transition probability from rk = e to rk+1 = j.
To develop an approximating Markov chain with transition proba-
bilities consistent with our original unperturbed continuous-time dy-
namics we define a fixed time step as follows:
th =
h2
Dh
where
Dh = max
i;x2S
max
u2U;e2
2ii(x; e) + h
k
jfk(x; e; u)j
 0 > 0:
We assume h is small enough so that 0  jeejth < 1.
The discrete-time approximation of the mode process has transition
probability matrix P hr = exp(th). We obtain a Markov chain
approximation of the continuous-valued state using the standard con-
struction [13], [14]. For each e 2 we consider a discrete-time Markov
chain with probabilities of transition to neighboring states given by
P hx(x hdj jx; u; e) =
2jj(x; e)=2 + hf

j (x; e; u)
Dh
(12)
where j 2 f1; . . . ; ng; fj(  ) is the jth component of f(  ); f+j =
max[fj ; 0] and f j = max[ fj ; 0]. Further, we assume that the prob-
ability of transition to non-neighboring states is zero. Hence, the prob-
ability of remaining in a particular state is given by P hx(xjx; u; e) =
1  
y 6=x
P hx(yjx; u; e).
Now, with the composite Markov chain (x; r), we associate a
continuous parameter interpolation process (Xh(t);Rh(t)) such
that Xh(t) = xk and Rh(t) = rk , t 2 [kth; (k + 1)th). This
continuous parameter interpolation process (Xh(t);Rh(t)) approx-
imates our original unperturbed continuous-time hybrid dynamics in
the following “locally consistent” sense. For simplicity, we assume
diagonal (x; e); the case with nondiagonal (x; e) is similar; see
([13, pp. 108–110]).
Lemma 2: (Also, see [14]) Consider the original unperturbed dy-
namics (2) and additionally assume that f and  are bounded, and
that (x; e) is diagonal for all x and e. Let x+ = Xh((k + 1)th);
x = Xh(kth); r+ = Rh((k + 1)th) and r = Rh(kth). The
continuous parameter interpolation process (Xh(t);Rh(t)) with tran-
sition probabilities P h((y; j)j(x; e); u) is locally consistent with the
unperturbed dynamics in the sense that
E
h[x+   xjr; x; u] = f(x; r; u)th + o th
E
h[(x+   x)(x+   x)0jr; x; u] = (x; r)(x; r)0th + o(th):
Further, suptEh[jXh(t +th) Xh(t)j]
h
! 0.
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B. Weak Convergence of Markov Chain Approximations
Following the approach of [14], we introduce the concept of
a relaxed control m(  ) taking values in the space of Borel mea-
sures on B(U  [0;1)). We also assume that for each h > 0,
there is a probability space on which are defined a filtration Fht ,
a process wh(  ), an admissible relaxed control mh(  ) and so-
lution processes (Xh(  ); Rh(  )). The wh(  ) and Rh(  ) are
independent and adapted to Fht where the filtration satisfies Fht
 F(Xh(s); Rh(s);mhs (  ); w
h(s); s  t). The following weak
convergence theorem was recently established as Theorem 6 in [14].
Theorem 3: Consider dynamics (2) and additionally assume that
f(  ) and (  ) are bounded. Assume that the local consistency
conditions of Lemma 2 hold. Let Xh(0) h! x0. Then any sequence
fXh(  ); Rh(  );mh(  ); wh(  )g ash! 0 is tight. Let (X(  ); R(  );
m(  ); w(  )) denote the limit of a weakly converging subsequence.
Define
Ft = F(X(s);R(s);ms(  ); w(s); s  t)
and
Frt = F(R(s); s  t):
Then w(  ) and R(  ) are mutually independent standard Ft-Wiener
process and Frt -Markov chain, respectively, m:(  ) is admissible with
respect to (w(  ); R(  )); X(0) = xo; x(  ) = X(  ) satisfies the
dynamics (2) weakly and R(  ) has the same probability law as r.
C. Risk-Sensitive Control of Discrete-Time Markov Chains
Once weak convergence has been shown, the final step is to intro-
duce a suitable Markov chain risk-sensitive control problem. Consider
a discrete-time, stationary, controlled Markov chain zk that takes values
from a finite state space Z , that is zk 2 Z for all k = 0; 1; . . .. Further,
we consider controls from a compact set U , a set of Markov (possibly
randomized) policies UR = fu(  ) : Z ! P ( U)g, and a set of sta-
tionary deterministic Markov policies UD = fu(  ) : Z ! Ug.
For each u 2 U we have controllable transition probability matrices
P z(ijj; u) that are assumed irreducible and aperiodic for each control.
Further we assume that P z(ijj; u) is continuous in u and P z(iji; u) >
0 for all i 2 Z and all u 2 U . Associated with these controlled dy-
namics we consider a non-negative bounded one-stage cost c(z; u).
The risk-sensitive control problem for these discrete-time Markov
chain dynamics is to design a control policy u(  ) 2 UR that minimizes
the cost J (z0; u) from initial state z0 where
J (z0; u(  ))=lim sup
m!1

m
logE
P exp
1

m
k=0
c(zk; u(zk)) :
(13)
If c(; ) = thc(; ; ), then J (z0; u)=th is a suitable dis-
crete-time discrete-state approximation for the risk-sensitive control
problem (7).
According to [21], suppose there is a  > 0 and a  : Z ! Rwhich
is a strictly positive function such that
  (i) = min
u2U
exp
1

c(i; u)
j2Z
P z(jji; u)  (j)
for each i 2 Z: (14)
Then these dynamic programming equations solve the dis-
crete-time Markov chain risk-sensitive control problem in that
infu(  )2U J
(j; u(  )) =  logn  for every j 2 Z . If u(i) 2 U
is the minimizing control in (14) then u(  ) 2 UD  UR is the
optimal control policy for this problem ([21, Th. 2.1]). Further, from
our irreducible and aperiodic assumption on P z , we know that the
minimizing control meets a natural analogy of Conditions 1 and 2.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper extends existing approaches to the robust control design
for nonlinear stochastic uncertain systems governed by uncertain
chains in several directions. Our uncertainty model allows for a most
general situation where the uncertainty in the governing chain can
influence, and be influenced by uncertain diffusions. For this general
uncertainty model, we established a connection between the robust
control problem and the associated risk-sensitive control problem
which complements the existing results by directly incorporating con-
straints on uncertain perturbations in the design algorithm. We have
presented conditions under which our controller achieves a minimax
optimal performance. Further, we have discussed the Markov chain
approximation technique which has enabled the numerical design of
a robust state-feedback controller.
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Input-to-State Stability of Time-Delay Systems: A Link
With Exponential Stability
Nima Yeganefar, Pierdomenico Pepe, and Michel Dambrine
Abstract—The main contribution of this technical note is to establish
a link between the exponential stability of an unforced system and the
input-to-state stability (ISS) via the Liapunov–Krasovskii methodology. It
is proved that a system which is (globally, locally) exponentially stable in
the unforced case is (globally, locally) input-to-state stable when it is forced
by a measurable and locally essentially bounded input, provided that the
functional describing the dynamics in the unforced case is (globally, on
bounded sets) Lipschitz and the functional describing the dynamics in the
forced case satisfies a Lipschitz-like hypothesis with respect to the input.
Moreover, a new feedback control law is provided for delay-free lineariz-
able and stabilizable time-delay systems, whose dynamics is described by
locally Lipschitz functionals, by which the closed-loop system is ISS with
respect to disturbances adding to the control law, a typical problem due
to actuator errors.
Index Terms—Exponential stability, input-to-state stability (ISS), Lia-
punov–Krasovskii theorem, nonlinear time-delay systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
For nondelayed systems, the input-to-state stability (ISS) property
has been widely studied and its efficiency has been proved in practical
applications such as networked control and robot manipulators (see, for
a survey, [1]). The main point here is to focus on the robustness problem
of nonlinear perturbed systems with possible large perturbations. ISS
implies not only that the unperturbed system is asymptotically stable
in the Liapunov sense but also that its behavior remains bounded when
its inputs (e.g., exogenous perturbations) are bounded. This is due to
the contribution of Sontag in [2], who was the first to harmonize the
Liapunov state and the input–output approaches.
Recently, some authors have attempted to address the lack of re-
sults regarding time-delay systems. Until 2003, only the work [3] by
Teel had been devoted to the ISS property. In Teel’s paper, a defini-
tion of the ISS for time-delay systems was given and sufficient con-
ditions were stated using a Razumikhin-type theorem. In [4], Pepe
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and Jiang extended the definition of the ISS–Liapunov function to Li-
apunov–Krasovskii functional and presented a sufficient condition to
guarantee the ISS property. Also, a recent paper by Liberzon [5] is de-
voted to the quantized approach and ISS using Teel’s propositions.
The interest of the scientific community in the ISS property for
time-delay systems is now rapidly increasing. In this context, we
hope that this work will open even more perspectives with regard
to this topic. Specifically, in this technical note, we will exhibit a
link between exponential stability and the ISS property. Exponential
stability has proved its efficiency in networked control. However, the
influence of disturbances on the solutions behavior have to be more
deeply analyzed from both a qualitative and a quantitative point of
view. For networked control systems, the first work in this direction
is [6] relying on Teel’s results, which may be somewhat conservative
due to the use of Razumikhin–Liapunov functions. Characterization
of ISS for nonlinear time-delay systems is still a difficult task despite
recent results [4], [7], [8].
We show in this technical note a link between ISS and exponential
stability for a large class of systems. It is proved that a system which is
(globally, locally) exponentially stable in the unforced case is (globally,
locally) input-to-state stable when it is forced by a measurable and lo-
cally essentially bounded input, provided that the functional describing
the dynamics in the unforced case is (globally, on bounded sets) Lip-
schitz and the functional describing the dynamics in the forced case
satisfies a Lipschitz-like hypothesis with respect to the input. More-
over, a new feedback control law is provided for delay-free linearizable
and stabilizable time-delay systems, whose dynamics is described by
locally Lipschitz functionals, by which the closed-loop system is ISS
with respect to disturbances adding to the control law, a typical problem
due to actuator errors.
Notations: The symbol j  j stands for the Euclidean norm of a real
vector or the induced Euclidean norm of a matrix. A measurable func-
tion u : [0;+1) ! Rm, m positive integer, is said to be essen-
tially bounded if ess supt0 ju(t)j < +1, where ess supt0 ju(t)j =
inffa 2 [0;+1] : (ft 2 [0;+1) : ju(t)j > ag) = 0g,  de-
noting the Lebesgue measure. The symbol k  k1 denotes the essen-
tial supremum norm, that is, for a measurable and essentially bounded
function u : [0;+1) ! Rm, kuk1 = ess supt0 ju(t)j. For given
times 0  T1 < T2, we indicate with u[T ;T ) : [0;+1) ! Rm
the function given by u[T ;T )(t) = u(t) for all t 2 [T1; T2) and = 0
elsewhere. An input u is said to be locally essentially bounded if, for
any T > 0, u[0;T) is essentially bounded. A function w : [0; b) ! R,
0 < b  +1, is said to be locally absolutely continuous if it is ab-
solutely continuous in any interval [0; c], 0 < c < b. A continuous
function ! : [0;1) ! [0;1) is of class K if it is strictly increasing
and !(0) = 0 is of class K1 if it is of class K and is unbounded. A
function  : [0;1)2 ! [0;1) is of class KL if for each fixed t the
function s ! (s; t) is of class K and for each fixed s the function
t ! (s; t) is nonincreasing and goes to zero as t ! 1. For a given
 > 0, C denotes the vector space of continuous functions mapping the
interval [ ; 0] into Rn and for ' 2 C, k'k
c
= sup 0 j'()j.
For a given positive real H > 0, let CH be the subset of C consisting
of elements ' whose norm k'k
c
is bounded above by H . With the
symbol k  ka (see [4]), we indicate any seminorm in C, such that, for
some positive reals a and a, the following inequalities hold:
aj(0)j  kka  a kkc 8  2 C: (1)
For any continuous function x(s) defined on    s < A, A > 0,
and any fixed t, 0  t < A, the standard symbol xt will denote the
element of C defined by xt() = x(t+ ),      0.
0018-9286/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
